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Push or Pinch? Exploring Slider Control Gestures for Touchless User Interfaces
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Touchless gesture interfaces enable user interaction without the need for direct physical contact. Recently there has been increased
interest in deploying such interfaces over concerns about touchscreen sterility. Many touchless displays use gestures that mimic
pointer-based interactions, with a ‘cursor’ mapped to finger position, that users activate by ‘pushing’ their finger forwards. Mid-air
pushing with a virtual cursor is fine for discrete interactions like button activation; however, users have difficulty exerting control
over continuous interactions like sliding and scrolling, because it is challenging to keep the hand at a consistent depth when gesturing.
We investigate interaction techniques for slider control that use alternative mode switches between (un)pressed states. Our findings
show that pinch gestures are preferred by most users and offer a faster alternative for acquiring control of sliders, as pinching has two
clearly defined states and avoids the ambiguous use of depth for delineating input states.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Touchless gesture interfaces allow users to interact with displays using mid-air hand movements and poses, making it
possible to provide input without direct contact with an input device (e.g., touchscreen). Touchless gesture interaction
is compelling because it creates new opportunities for interaction, from casual interactions with distal devices [29] to
more focused interactions that leverage the dexterous capabilities of our hands [32]. More recently, touchless interaction
has seen increased interest due to concerns over the cleanliness and sterility of shared touchscreens [12], with concerns
heightened by the Covid-19 pandemic [23] leading to users avoiding touching input devices [28]. Touchless interaction
offers a more hygienic alternative to shared touchscreen use because it eliminates surface contact [8]. With touchscreens
being so widely used across numerous domains of public display (e.g., retail, transport, tourism), touchless interaction
could soon be reaching a wider audience and so addressing usability concerns is a timely concern.

In an attempt to facilitate rapid deployment of touchless interaction, solutions were devised to effectively retrofit
touchless gesture sensing to existing touchscreen devices, to meet growing demands for more hygienic interaction.
Examples of this include Ultraleap TouchFree [21] and Intel RealSense Touchless [16]. These allow users to control a
virtual cursor by moving their hands in mid-air, with activation enabled by an ‘air push’ gesture [22], i.e., moving the
hand towards the display to enter a ‘pressed’ state. Other commercial gesture interfaces make similar use of virtual
cursors for touchless input, e.g., Microsoft’s Xbox Kinect also used hand motion for cursor control, with a similar push
gestures used to select items beneath the cursor.
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This ‘air push’ interaction paradigmmimics traditional pointer- and touch-based input, which can simplify integration
with existing systems, reduce software costs, and maintain consistency and familiarity for users. However, whilst this
works well for discrete input actions like targeting and activating buttons, it can be challenging for users to interact
with continuous input widgets like sliders and scrollbars [37]. Cursor instability, ambiguity between ‘pressed’ and
‘unpressed’ states, and inadvertent cursor displacement whilst the hand pushes forward, all make it difficult for users to
acquire and maintain control over these continuous interactions.

In this work, we investigate alternative interaction techniques for continuous cursor control in a touchless user
interface. We focus, in particular, on controlled slider input. Sliding and scrolling are fundamental interactions encoun-
tered in public display domains, e.g., for browsing lists of transit destinations or menu items, for entering numerical
quantities, or for navigating timelines. We investigate ‘pinch’ and ‘dwell’ gestures as an alternative to air push for
activating scroll widgets in a touchless user interface. These gestures have previously been used for button activation
and could also be effective for continuous slider interactions because: (i) they may reduce target slips by allowing the
hand to remain stationary during selection, and (ii) they offer more clearly defined state transitions (i.e., pinching two
fingers together and pausing for fixed duration, respectively), which mitigates the inherent ambiguity of using hand
depth for moving between (un)pressed interface states.

We present an experiment that evaluates slider control with four hand-based activation methods: air push, cursor
dwell, and two variations of finger pinching. Participants completed a variety of slider-based tasks including selection
from two types of alphanumerical list and an object scaling task. Our findings show that pinch gestures offer a promising
alternative for acquiring and maintaining control over slider widgets in a touchless user interface. Pinching worked well
as a mode switch because it has two clearly defined states and does not rely on hand depth as an ambiguous ‘pressing’
delimiter. Pinching was highly preferred and led to faster slider handle acquisition and reduced time-to-target. For
touchless interactions where continuous control is necessary, pinch gestures can be used to complement the air push
interaction paradigm for more effective and confident touchless input. As touchless technology reaches a wider audience
of public display users, more expressive input techniques like these can help improve the usability of fundamental UI
operations.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Touchless Cursor-Based Interaction

Touchless interfaces can use a variety of mid-air gesture types and interaction paradigms to enable distal interaction with
on-screen content. In this work, we focus on hand-based touchless interfaces that use a user-controlled ‘cursor’ to target
and interact with graphical user interface widgets, like buttons, sliders, and scrollbars. These cursor-based interfaces
are the predominant type of touchless interface for public displays, e.g., as supported by Ultraleap TouchFree [21], Intel
RealSense Touchless [16], and Microsoft’s Xbox Kinect. Gesture-controlled cursors are typically mapped to part of
the hand (e.g., the centre of the palm or index fingertip), such that hand movements result in corresponding cursor
movements. This allows users to target interface elements by moving their hand so that the cursor hovers on top,
analogous to a mouse pointer. Targeted interface elements are then typically activated through a discrete gesture, e.g.,
pushing the hand towards the screen [22] or tapping downwards with an extended finger [6]. We call this the air push
interaction paradigm, named after the primary input gesture for Ultraleap TouchFree [22].

In an air push interface, users control the cursor through hand movements in a region in front of the screen. This
region is not visible to users and lacks other sensory feedback, which can cause usability issues including uncertainty
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about where to perform gestures [10, 11] and how to initiate interaction [8], lack of confidence during cursor control [9],
and diminished feelings of control and responsiveness during button activation gestures [6]. These issues arise over
ambiguity about the role that hand depth plays in the interaction. The relationship between horizontal and vertical
hand movements is more clear as these result in congruent and highly visible cursor movements on the 2D screen.
However, users get limited feedback about motions towards the display to inform their understanding about how this
third dimension is (or is not) used for input to differentiate between pressed and unpressed states. There is also the risk
that forward movement results in hands moving too close to the input sensor, leading to loss of tracking during the push
gesture. In addition to the ambiguity over depth in air push gestures, usability issues also arise from incidental hand
movements during the push gesture itself. If push gestures are not perpendicular to the display, incidental translation can
cause target slips [2], where the cursor moves and falls off the target widget before there is enough forward movement
to enter the pressed state.

Efforts have been made to address these issues: Appropriate signage [19] and peripheral visual cues [10, 11] have
been successful in guiding users to adopt better hand position so that sensing quality is improved for more reliable input
recognition. Rhythmic path mimicry [3, 5], where users replicate the movement of a screen-represented patterns (with
their hand) have shown benefits for large display interaction and multiple user support. Novel haptic feedback devices
like wearable vibrotactile displays [9] and ultrasound haptic displays [6, 30, 35] have been used to give extra sensory
feedback so users can feel when they are ‘pressing’ touchless interface controls. Others have addressed issues like
target slips and false-positive gesture recognition through alternative selection techniques, based on temporal coupling
rather than spatial targeting [4, 10, 24, 34]. For the most part, however, air push works well enough for straightforward
button pressing interactions. However, our earlier work found that users encounter difficulties during more complex
operations like sliding and scrolling [37].

2.2 Touchless Slider Control

To better understand the problem with sliding and scrolling, it helps to think of how slider widgets behave in a typical
air push user interface. Users must first target the slider handle with the virtual cursor, then perform the air push
gesture to take control of it. With the hand still in the pressed state (c.f., holding down a mouse button with the pointer
over a slider handle), users must then translate the slider to the desired target position before then releasing the handle
by returning to the unpressed state. We see this as an instance of steering [1] a cursor in mid-air, as users must maintain
control of the slider whilst moving the cursor along the slider trajectory. The added constraint of maintaining the
‘pressed’ state increases the difficulty of this task as users must maintain hand depth [17].

When using an air push gesture to take control of a slider handle, the usability issues we discussed earlier for button
pressing remain relevant and are made worse by the need to maintain continuous control while steering, as opposed to
a button press action that simply enacts a discrete event. We therefore consider alternative interaction techniques for
taking control of a slider, with a goal of reducing the use of hand depth as an input constraint.

One alternative is the use of cursor dwell, where targeted widgets are selected by hovering the cursor in place for a
brief period of time. Dwell can improve cursor-based interactions by effectively reducing gesture input to two degrees
of freedom, as hand movements only result in horizontal/vertical cursor translation. A notable example of touchless
cursor dwell can be found in the original Microsoft Xbox Kinect, which used a dwell time of approx. 1500ms for button
activation. Others have used much shorter dwell times, e.g., 600ms [14]. We include dwell in our experiment because
it has been widely used for touchless button activation and could be a promising alternative for acquiring control of
touchless slider handles, since it does not require hand displacement to enact selection.
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As an alternative to air push as a ‘mode switch’ gesture, we consider the use of other hand gestures for acquiring
control of the slider handle. Modern touchless input sensors can fully track fingertip positions and joint articulations,
allowing the recognition of complex hand postures with many degrees of freedom [32]. Candidate hand gestures for
slider handle selection are those that can be performed with minimal hand translation or rotation, since minimal cursor
movement is desired. We chose pinch gestures for this purpose, where the index finger and thumb are brought together.
Pinch gestures are easy to detect with optical tracking systems [38] and have been widely used as a mode switch, e.g.,
for selection in mixed reality gesture interfaces [33]. We extend this to consider their use as a mode switch for acquiring
control of a slider handle for continuous sliding interactions: i.e., users pinch to take control of the slider, move their
hand to change the slider position, then release the pinch gesture to relinquish control.

Cursor dwell and pinch gestures are compelling alternatives to the air push gesture for continuous cursor-based
interactions like sliding. These approaches allow the user’s hand to remain steady when acquiring control of the slider
handle and they avoid the ambiguous use of hand depth as a mode switch, both of which may help address the usability
issues and user frustration with touchless sliding operations [37]. They also complement the air push gesture vocabulary,
as dwelling in place and pinching are not meaningful actions for input. Our aim in this paper is to experimentally
compare dwell and pinch gestures to air push as a baseline, to better understand how slider control technique affects
usability and task performance across a range of touchless slider tasks. Our main contribution is a formative look at
how continuous interactions can be improved for touchless public display interfaces.

3 EXPERIMENT

3.1 Study Design

The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the usability and task performance of the slider control techniques
introduced previously. We investigated four techniques in this experiment: Air Push (baseline technique that replicates
the behaviour of Ultraleap TouchFree [21]), Dwell (cursor dwell technique), Pinch (using finger-to-thumb pinching as
a mode switch gesture), and Pinch Anywhere (a variant of pinch that automatically grabs the slider handle without
the cursor overlapping it), as illustrated in Figure 1.

We included the pinch anywhere variant because finger pinching is not already a meaningful action in the air
push interaction paradigm, and so could potentially be used exclusively for taking control of move-able user interface
elements (like slider and scroll handles), so long as the cursor is nearby. Whilst we expected this might be better than
pinch (with the cursor over the slider handle), we included both in our experiment to better understand the benefits (or
otherwise) of allowing slider control without cursor overlap.

We chose three task types for this experiment, all involving selections made using a horizontal slider of fixed length.
Two tasks involved moving the slider handle to a designated target, selecting either a digit from 0–9 or a letter from
A–Z. These tasks give insight into the effect of target width (i.e., 10 targets vs 26 more narrow targets) and represent
the slider selections one might expect to find in a public display (e.g., selecting numerical quantities at a supermarket
checkout, or filtering the start letter of destinations on a ticket machine). The third task involved using the slider
to change the scale of a square to match another shown on screen. We included the scale task as a more difficult
alternative, requiring users to select a near pixel-perfect slider position versus having wider targets. Task contexts
requiring increased precision imply increased movement time [25], which we expected to increase the difficulty of
maintaining control of the slider. Figure 2 shows screenshots of each task type.
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slider handle
virtual cursor

(a) Air Push

timer

(b) Dwell (c) Pinch (d) Pinch Anywhere

Fig. 1. Illustration of the four approaches for taking control of the slider handle. The cursor position was mapped to the centre of the
palm. Note that while these images show an extended index finger, this was not required; users could gestures with any posture.

(a) Digit Task (b) Letter Task (c) Scale Task

Fig. 2. Screenshots showing each task type as shown to the participants. The semi-transparent red circle is the slider handle. For the
digit and letter tasks, slider ticks were rendered to indicate target width. For the scale task, participants had to use the slider to scale
the size of the semi-transparent red shape so that it matched the size of the black shape.

We used a within-subject experiment design with slider control technique and task type as independent variables,
giving twelve conditions (four techniques × three task types). Condition order was randomised using a Latin Square,
and participants completed twelve selection trials for each condition. All tasks started with the slider in the left-most
position of the bar. For the digit and letter tasks, we used fixed sets of targets (randomised per participant) such that
no selections were made within the first three slider targets (i.e., 0–2 and A–C), so there was always some distance
between the start and target positions.

3.2 Study Procedure

Participants sat in front of a table with a 27” display, Leap Motion sensor, and wireless keyboard placed in front of them.
Following Ultraleap’s recommendations [20], the sensor was placed 15cm below and 10cm in front of the display. We
angled the sensor so that it pointed 15° towards the participant, so they did not have to place their hand immediately
above the sensor and could gesture from a more relaxed posture (to improve sensing quality and reduce fatigue [15]).

Before completing the experimental trials, participants were introduced to the slider control gestures and were given
a chance to complete as many practice trials as they wanted for each technique and task type. For each trial, instructions
were presented on screen (e.g., “Use the slider to select the letter N” ). Every trial started with participants’ hands by
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the side of their body, so they began each task by reaching in front of the Leap Motion sensor. Participants had no
time constraints and were allowed to release the slider and make corrections if wanted (rather than just being allowed
one slider movement). Each trial ended when the participant pressed the spacebar on the keyboard in front of them.
Following each block of tasks for each interaction technique, participants completed the NASA-TLX survey [13] as a
measure of task workload. We also asked participants to rate their agreement with statements about various aspects of
slider control, for each technique, using a seven point Likert scale. The following statements were used: Q1 “I could
easily move the slider to a specific point”, Q2 “‘I felt as if it was easy to keep the slider activated”, and Q3 “The slider felt
responsive to my movements”. At the end, participants were asked to rank the slider control techniques in order of
preference, then were asked to discuss why they ranked them in that order and to reflect on their experience.

3.3 Measurements

We measured the overall task time, the time to acquire slider handle, and the time taken for the slider cursor to first
land on the target (time to target). We included these other portions of task time because they would give insight into
how quickly different slider acquisition techniques allow users to obtain control of the slider handle, and how these
may affect the initial ballistic phase of cursor movement [26] as they begin moving the slider towards the target.

We captured the final position of the cursor when the slider widget was released, which was then used to calculate
the horizontal error distance in pixels between the cursor and intended target (for the digit and letter tasks, this was
the central of the target). Additionally, we measured task success based on whether the final cursor had acquired the
intended target; for the shape scaling task, which required a much greater degree of precision (i.e., pixel perfect match),
the task was considered a success if the cursor was within a 25 pixel threshold of the intended target position. Finally,
we measured task workload using NASA-TLX along with the answers to the agreement statements and participant
rankings (as highlighted above). Our experiment data are available via the Zenodo open research data platform [36].

3.4 Implementation

We implemented our experimental software using the Java version of the Leap Motion SDK. Our software ran full-screen
on a 27” display (2560 × 1440 px, 65 × 49.1 cm) and bespoke visual feedback was rendered instead of relying on existing
OS visualisations or a GUI toolkit, to enable customisation of cursor presentation and appearance. Each task screen
showed single horizontal slider bar (Figure 2) that occupied 55% of the screen width, for a real width of 35.75 cm. A
circular on-screen cursor was mapped to the centre of the palm of the front-most hand; we coupled cursor movement
with palm position, rather than finger position, as this allowed finger movements without affecting cursor position (e.g.,
for the pinch gestures). Visual feedback was given through the cursor appearance, e.g., changing colour when hovering
over the slider handle, and the dwell timer was rendered as a circular progress bar around the cursor edge (Figure 1).

For the air push gesture, we used a moving average of palm distance from the screen and a threshold to check for
large forward movements to trigger a push; likewise, an opposing ‘pull’ would disengage the slider. For the dwell
gesture, we used an 800ms dwell timer for slider handle selection. Pilot testing found this to offer an ideal balance
giving users sufficient time to prevent unintended selection but without slowing the interaction too much. For the pinch
gesture variants, we used the distance between index fingertip and thumb tip to determine when the user was pinching.
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3.5 Participants

We recruited 15 participants (7 male, 8 female, mean age 27.7 years, SD 5.61 years, 14 right handed and 1 left handed)
through institution mailing lists and poster advertising. Participants were compensated £10 for taking part in the study,
which lasted for one hour. Ethics approval for this study was provided by our institution ethics committee.

4 RESULTS

In the following section we report the results of the user study and provide statistical analysis on these findings. We
used a repeated-measures ANOVA with post-hoc t-tests via the pinguoin python package. For this study an alpha (𝛼) of
0.05 was used.

4.1 Task Performance

4.1.1 Task Time. Mean task time was 9188ms (SD 3620ms, 95% CI [8655, 9721]ms), as shown in Figure 3 for each
technique (left) and task (right). A repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant main effect of technique on time:
𝐹 (3, 39) = 4.2, 𝑝 = .02, [𝑝 2 = .25, and a significant main effect of task type on time: 𝐹 (2, 26) = 16.2, 𝑝 < .001,
[𝑝

2 = .56. There was no significant interaction effect: 𝐹 (6, 78) = .6, 𝑝 = .6.

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
Time (ms)

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere

(a)

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
Time (ms)

Letters Digits Scale

(b)

Fig. 3. Mean task time for each interaction technique (a) and task type (b). Error bars show 95% CIs.

Post hoc t-tests found that task time was significantly lower for Air Push than Dwell (t = 3.02, p = .01, d = .67), and
significantly lower for Pinch Anywhere than Dwell (𝑡 = 2.82, 𝑝 = .01, 𝑑 = .65) and Pinch (𝑡 = 2.63, 𝑝 = .02, 𝑑 = .50).
None of the other pairwise comparisons were significantly different (all 𝑡 ≤ 2.2, 𝑝 ≥ .05).

Post hoc t-tests found task time was significantly longer for Scale than the Letter (𝑡 = 6.17, 𝑝 = .001, 𝑑 = 1.1) and
Digit (𝑡 = 3.84, 𝑝 = .002, 𝑑 = 1.1) tasks. There was no significant difference between Letter and Digit (𝑡 = .41, 𝑝 = .69).

4.1.2 Time to Acquire Slider. Mean time to acquire the slider handle was 1816ms (SD 793ms, 95% CI [1699, 1933]ms), as
shown in Figure 4 for each technique (left) and task (right). A repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant main effect
of technique on time to acquire slider handle: 𝐹 (3, 39) = 53.8, 𝑝 < .001, [𝑝 2 = .81. There was no significant main
effect of task type (𝐹 (2, 26) = 1.17, 𝑝 = .33) and there was no significant interaction effect (𝐹 (6, 78) = 1.74, 𝑝 = .12).

Post hoc t-tests found that time to acquire slider handle was significantly lower for Pinch Anywhere than all other
techniques (all 𝑡 ≥ 6.42, 𝑝 ≤ .001, 𝑑 ≥ 1.89), and was significantly lower for Pinch than Air Push (𝑡 = 4.26, 𝑝 =

.001, 𝑑 = 1.17) and Dwell (𝑡 = 3.78, 𝑝 = .002, 𝑑 = 1.27). There was no significant difference between Air Push and
Dwell (𝑡 = .63, 𝑝 = .54).
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0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time to Grab Slider (ms)

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere

(a)

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time to Grab Slider (ms)

Letters Digits Scale

(b)

Fig. 4. Mean time to acquire control of the slider handle for each technique (a) and task type (b). Error bars show 95% CIs.

4.1.3 Time To Reach Target. Mean time to reach the target was 4659ms (SD 1488ms, 95% CI [4440, 4878]ms) as shown
in Figure 5 for each technique (left) and task (right). A repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant main effect of
technique on time to reach target: 𝐹 (3, 39) = 22.05, 𝑝 < .001, [𝑝 2 = .63, and a significant main effect of task type on
time to reach target: 𝐹 (2, 26) = 16.6, 𝑝 < .001, [𝑝 2 = .56. There was no significant interaction: 𝐹 (6, 78) = .93, 𝑝 = .48.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Time to Target (ms)

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere

(a)

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Time to Target (ms)

Letters Digits Scale

(b)

Fig. 5. Mean time to acquire target for each interaction technique (a) and task type (b). Error bars show 95% CIs.

Post hoc t-tests found that time to target was significantly lower for Pinch Anywhere than all other techniques
(all 𝑡 ≥ 4.02, 𝑝 ≤ .001, 𝑑 ≥ .96). Time to target was also significantly higher for Dwell than Pinch (𝑡 = 3.66, 𝑝 =

.003, 𝑑 = 1.02) and Air Push (𝑡 = 3.74, 𝑝 = .002, 𝑑 = 1.09). There was no significant difference between Pinch and Air
Push (𝑡 = .03, 𝑝 = .97).

Post hoc t-tests found time to target was significantly longer for Scale than the Letter (𝑡 = 8.3, 𝑝 = .001, 𝑑 = 1.21)
and Digit (𝑡 = 3.09, 𝑝 = .009, 𝑑 = .77) tasks. There was no significant difference between Letter and Digit (𝑡 =

1.66, 𝑝 = .12).

4.1.4 Error Distance. Mean error distance was 1.19 px/4.7mm (SD 7.8 px/30.7mm, 95% CI [0.09, 2.29] px) as shown in
Figure 6 for each technique (left) and task (right). A repeated-measures ANOVA found no significant main effect of
technique (𝐹 (3, 39) = 2.74, 𝑝 = .06) and no significant main effect of task (𝐹 (2, 26) = .11, 𝑝 = .86).

4.1.5 Task Success Rate. Mean task success rate was 96.5% (SD 9%, 95% CI [95, 98] %), as in Table 1.

4.2 Task-Load Index

Overall TLX score was computed from the NASA-TLX survey responses using the ‘raw TLX’ method [13]. Mean overall
TLX score was 47 out of 100 (SD 15, 95% CI [43.2, 50.8]), as shown in Figure 7. Friedman’s test found a significant main
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10.0 7.5 5.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
Error Distance (px)

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere

(a)

10.0 7.5 5.0 2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
Error Distance (px)

Letters Digits Scale

(b)

Fig. 6. Mean error distance for each interaction technique (a) and task type (b). Error bars show 95% CIs. Note that negative error
distance means the slider handle ended before the centre of the target.

Table 1. Task success rate for each technique and task type.

Digits Letters Scale Mean

Air Push 100% 99.2% 97.7% 98.9%
Dwell 98.5% 95.7% 94.6% 96.3%
Pinch 100% 97.9% 92.7% 96.8%

Pinch Anywhere 95.5% 94.7% 90.5% 93.7%

Mean 98.5% 96.9% 93.9% 96.5%

effect of technique on overall TLX score: 𝜒2 = 8.4, 𝑝 = .04. Post hoc Nemenyi comparisons found no significant
differences between techniques (all 𝑝 ≥ .09).

In addition to overall TLX score, we analysed the effect of technique on the six individual TLX components. Friedman’s
test found significant main effects of technique on mental demand (𝜒2 = 12.40, 𝑝 = .006), effort level (𝜒2 = 8.76, 𝑝 = .03)
and frustration (𝜒2 = 11.10, 𝑝 = .01); there was no significant effect on physical load (𝜒2 = 6.44, 𝑝 = .09), temporal
demand (𝜒2 = 4.18, 𝑝 = .2) and perceived performance (𝜒2 = 1.16, 𝑝 = .8).

0 20 40 60 80 100
Task-Load Index

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere

Fig. 7. Mean Task-Load Index score for each interaction technique. Error bars show 95% CIs.

Post hoc Nemenyi tests found that mental demand was lower for Air Push compared to Dwell (𝑝 = .02) and Pinch
(𝑝 = .02). None of the other pairwise comparisons were significantly different (all 𝑝 ≥ .09).

Post hoc Nemenyi tests found that frustration was significantly higher for Pinch compared to Air Push (𝑝 = .001).
None of the other pairwise comparisons were significantly different (all 𝑝 ≥ .06).

Post hoc Nemenyi tests found no significant differences for perceived effort level (all p ≥ .09).
9
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4.3 Survey Results

Table 2 shows an overview of the Likert scale results for agreement with the statements on slider control. For Q1
(“I could easily move the slider to a specific point” ), Friedman’s test found a significant main effect of technique:
𝜒2 = 11.0, 𝑝 = .012. Post hoc Nemenyi tests found no significant differences (all 𝑝 ≥ .07). Participants generally
agreed that all four techniques enabled them to easily control the slider.

For Q2 (“I felt as if it was easy to keep the slider activated” ), Friedman’s test did not find a significant main effect of
technique: 𝜒2 = 6.9, 𝑝 = .074. Participants generally agreed that Air Push and Pinch Anywhere enabled them to stay
in control of the slider, although responses for Dwell and Pinch were closer to the neutral response.

For Q3 (“The slider felt responsive to my movements” ), Friedman’s test found a significant main effect of technique:
𝜒2 = 9.1, 𝑝 = .03. Post hoc Nemenyi tests found no significant differences (all 𝑝 ≥ .15). Participants generally agreed
that all four techniques were responsive to their gestures.

Table 2. Summary of Likert scale responses. Note responses were on a scale from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 7 (“Strongly Agree”).

Air Push Dwell Pinch Pinch Anywhere
Question Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Q1 Move 5.5 1.1 4.9 1.4 4.5 1.5 5.2 1.0
Q2 Activated 5.3 1.0 4.3 1.8 4.0 1.4 4.8 1.4
Q3 Responsive 5.7 0.8 4.7 1.2 4.7 1.2 5.3 1.4

Figure 8 shows the distribution of preference ranks for the techniques. Friedman’s test found a significant difference
in the rankings: 𝜒2 (3) = 14.6, 𝑝 = .002. Post hoc Nemenyi tests found that Pinch Anywhere was ranked significantly
more highly than Dwell (𝑝 = .01) and Pinch (𝑝 = .006). No other significant differences were found (all 𝑝 ≥ .19).

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Air Push

Dwell

Pinch Anywhere

Pinch

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Fig. 8. Preference ranking distribution for each interaction technique.

We asked participants to discuss their preferences for the interaction techniques and to reflect on the touchless slider
tasks they had just completed. Pinch Anywhere was the most preferred with nine participants ranking it first and
nobody ranking it in last place. When asked to explain why, most noted that it felt the easiest to use. Participants could
perform the pinch gesture without being over the slider handle (“it was quick as my hand could be anywhere” [P15],
“less demanding as I could do it anywhere” [P10]), which meant they could take control “without making an effort” [P12]
and “focus on the task instead of the slider” [P2]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, nobody ranked the basic Pinch technique first,
as it was highly similar to Pinch Anywhere but without the freedom to assume slider control over a wider region.

Air Push was second most preferred, with four participants ranking it first. These four felt the activation method was
the simplest to perform (e.g., “it was easiest to select” [P14] and “felt natural” [P11]). Those who ranked it last seemed
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to have the opposite experience, suggesting it was unclear how to (dis)engage the handle and that “it was frustrating
[moving] my finger forward and back” [P6]. Dwell was a divisive technique; five participants ranked it within their two
most favourite techniques, although eight ranked it their least favourite. This difference in opinions seems to be driven
by whether or not participants felt the dwell period slowed them down: whereas some felt remaining steady “made it

easier to select” [P4, P8], others found this “more tiring” [P10] and “more time consuming” [P12, P14].

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Acquiring Slider Control

It took significantly less time for users to acquire control of the slider handle when using Pinch Anywhere (1033ms)
and Pinch (1694ms), than when using Air Push (2286ms) and Dwell (2212ms), as shown in Figure 4. Pinching seems
to be a faster ‘mode switch’ than the Air Push gesture, as both Pinch and Air Push required users to precisely guide
the cursor to the slider handle before they could take control, yet there was almost 600ms difference between them.
Since the time to acquire slider control only includes time taken to target and activate the slider handle, we believe
pinching could be a promising complementary alternative to Air Push for activating buttons as well, as this phase of
the interaction was similar to button pressing.

It was interesting that there was no significant difference in slider acquisition time between Air Push and Dwell, as
we did not subtract the dwell period (800ms) from the timing data. We observed participants having difficulty enacting
the Air Push gesture over the slider widget (similar to our earlier findings [37]), which perhaps explains why the Dwell
technique did not take longer for initially acquiring slider control. The dwell period did have a noticeable effect across
the entire task duration however, as the dwell period had a compound effect when accidental slider release meant
further dwell periods were necessary to regain control. Whilst some participants did not mind the dwell period initially,
repeated dwelling caused frustration, which may explain why it was ranked the least preferred by most.

5.2 Pinching ‘Anywhere’ vs Above the Cursor

Participants largely preferred the Pinch Anywhere technique because it allowed them to take control of the slider from
a convenient and comfortable hand position. This minimised initial hand movement as users were not required to move
the cursor to the slider and could quickly gain control. This led to users acquiring slider control almost 700ms faster (on
average) than the standard Pinch technique (which was the next fastest). We wondered about the extent to which users
took advantage of the freedom to take control without precisely targeting the cursor. Figure 9 shows the distribution
of x-axis coordinates for the cursor, when users gained control of the slider handle (mean start point was at 42% of
the slider bar width). We can see that users often took control ‘anywhere’ within proximity to the slider, with starting
points distributed across the full width of the slider bar, and some even grabbing the handle outwith the slider width.

Start Midpoint End

Fig. 9. Scatterplot showing distribution of cursor x-axis coordinate when the user first acquired control of the slider handle via the
Pinch Anywhere gesture. The x-axis shows the slider start, mid, and end points. The large dot shows mean start position.

Regardless of where the hand is positioned when the user takes control, they still need to make the same hand
movements to translate the slider handle. Care must be taken to stay within tracking range of the sensor. For example,
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if a participant ‘pinches’ the slider handle with the cursor near the end of the slider bar, further sideways movement
will move their hand even further from the centre of the tracking space, away from the “sweetspot” for tracking [11].
This could lead to tracking difficulties and, indeed, seemed to cause some issues with the Pinch Anywhere technique. If
a user took control of the slider with the cursor near the end, moving the full length of the slider would take their hand
approximately 53.7cm to the right of the sensor centre (see Section 3.4), which is approaching the limitations of Leap
Motion tracking range. As Figure 9 shows, some people even took control beyond the end of the slider, placing them in
a range where sensing quality is not optimal. Designers need to consider the physical size of their touchless UI and
widget placement on-screen, with respect to tracking range, if allowing users to acquire control of widgets ‘anywhere’.
This was not an issue for the other techniques here, as the need to explicitly target the cursor meant the centre of the
slider bar was always aligned with the centre of the sensor field of view.

5.3 Enhanced Cursor Targeting and Translation

Despite the user experience benefits and faster acquisition times for techniques that allow control of the slider handle
from ‘anywhere’, precise cursor-based selection methods can still achieve good overall task performance. Air Push may
have taken longer to gain slider control and first reach the target region of the slider, yet the overall task time was good
and this method had the highest overall task success rate (99% vs the mean of 96.5%). We believe this is largely due to
the movement dynamics employed by users when using Air Push. The need for precise targeting, hand stability and
consistent hand depth led users to making slower and more controlled hand movements, which meant they were less
likely to lose control of the slider (e.g., “I had to move very slowly to avoid falling off the circle and losing control” [P3]).
This is consistent with Kattinakere’s model of mid-air steering [17], which shows that the need to maintain consistent
depth leads to slower movement to maintain precision. In contrast, the relaxed constraints of Pinch Anywhere may have
led to less precision during the slider tasks, resulting in imprecise initial movements followed by additional corrective
movements that are reflected through the overall task time.

A compelling topic for future work could be to explore methods of enhancing cursor-based targeting for continuous
slider interactions, to make it easier to move a cursor to the handle and then keep it in place during the slider control
gesture. Cursor assistance techniques for other input devices could also be adapted for touchless interfaces. For example,
gravity wells [27], sticky widgets [31] and pseudo-haptic holes [18] all modulate the control:display ratio in various ways
so that cursors ‘snap’ and ‘stick’ to targets as they pass by. Methods like these could aid targeting slider handles and
‘stickiness’ could help account for cursor instability caused by arm fatigue [15] or incidental motion during the Air
Push gesture. Such improvements could also enhance other touchless widget interactions, like targeting and pressing
buttons. However, caution is needed to avoid negatively affecting the user’s sense of control over the system. Too much
assistance can reduce the sense of agency experienced by users [7], and this may well be the case for methods that
result in incongruence between a person’s hand movements and the corresponding cursor movements on screen [39].

5.4 Pinching Multiple Sliders

Our findings show the usability benefits of reducing the need for precise spatial positioning when taking control of
continuous interaction widgets like sliders. The Pinch Anywhere gesture was feasible because pinching is not otherwise
a meaningful action within the air push interaction paradigm, so does not interfere with other input operations. This
was fine within the context of this experiment where we only had a single slider bar for users to interact with, although
there may be situations where a touchless interface has multiple sliders (or widgets of similar class).
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In such situations, we would recommend imposing rules of proximity so that the widget nearest to the cursor
responds to pinch (or other) activation gestures. Similar approaches have been used in other touchless interfaces. For
example, we previously used single-handed finger counting gestures to allow section from up to five buttons (e.g.,
extending two fingers to select the second target) [9]. To allow selection from more targets, they grouped buttons
into sets of five, so that finger counting gestures were applied to whichever group was closest to the cursor. Similar
approaches could be used for slider acquisition, still giving users plenty of space for making selections (e.g., as in
Figure 10).

active slider

virtual cursor

Fig. 10. Control gestures like Pinch Anywhere could be used in touchless interfaces with multiple sliders (or similar move-able
widgets) by mapping the gesture to whichever widget is closest to the cursor, e.g., the leftmost slider in this example.

6 CONCLUSION

Touchless user interfaces are finding a wider audience across more application domains through Air Push technology,
and so it is important to explore ways of improving basic user interface operations to improve usability and user
satisfaction. Many touchless user interfaces use the Air Push interaction paradigm, where users control an on-screen
cursor and activate interface elements by moving their hand towards the screen to enter a ‘pressed’ state. Air Push
gestures work well for button pressing operations, however may not be ideal for continuous operations, where users
need to maintain that pressed state whilst steering to a target (like sliding). We investigated alternative gestures
for taking control of a slider using different mode switching techniques that avoid pushing motions. Our findings
suggest that pinching gestures offer a promising alternative for continuous interaction with widgets like sliders, as
pinching offers two clearly defined states and avoids forward hand movements during activation. Since pinching is
not a meaningful action in the air push interaction paradigm, it can even be used for immediate access to move-able
widgets like sliders (i.e., our Pinch Anywhere method). Our formative look at touchless sliding shows the potential
benefits of introducing new gestures to facilitate continuous interactions, taking advantage of the capabilities of mid-air
hand tracking to sense more expressive gestures.
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